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Photometric stereo (PS) [1] estimates a dense field of normals from a set of
2D images captured by a fix camera under different illumination conditions.
However, the shape distortions generated by PS has negative effects in the
low frequency, since light sources are assumed to be located at infinite positions (i.e., the illumination can be regarded as parallel lighting). As a result,
it will make the luminance attenuate sharply to cause images with poor quality. In this paper, we provide a solution to the problem of near point lighting
PS (NPL-PS) to overcome this limitation.
Without loss of generality, the input of our NPL-PS approach has k images, I1 , · · · , Ik , where each has the same interested region composing of m
pixels. The image Ii is captured under the illumination of the i-th lighting
source with its position pi ∈ ℜ3 known. In addition, the observed appearance brightness I of a Lambertian object under a lighting direction l ∈ ℜ3
at a surface point x ∈ ℜ3 can be described as I(x) = ρ n · l, where ρ is the
Lambertain reflection albedo and n ∈ ℜ3 is the surface normal at x. Therefore, akin to the lighting model presented in [3], we employ a NPL model
as
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Figure 1: Comparison in the virtual environment by using 1) images taken
in the exposure of far point lighting in the parallel PS to 2) images taken in
the NPL exposure in our framework. To obtain nearly parallel lighting in
case 1), the light sources must be placed far ways from the object to be reconstructed. As a result, the captured images become too dark to be used in
reconstruction the shape. This comparison is actually as using the left point
on the blue curve to compare with other points on the red curve. Here it assumes a very strong light source. In practice, when a light-source with lower
where α is the attenuation coefficient, and therefore (pi − x)/∥pi − x∥ gives
intensity is employed, larger errors will be generated on the reconstruction
the lighting direction li at x.
from parallel PS.
In our NPL model, the position of light sources can be obtained by a
calibration procedure [4] when the relative position between camera and
light sources are fixed during the shape acquisition. Even after determining ni, j . A vector formed by depth components of the four projected vertices is
the positions of light sources, Eq.(1) is still non-linear due to the unknown defined as p( fi, j ) = {pi, j , pi+1, j , pi+1, j+1 , pi, j+1 }. Here, the depth values
depth value of x for each pixel in the captured images.
are
y
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To solve the values of n(x) and x in Eq.(1) simultaneously, we proz
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pose to use local/global mesh deformation. Our formulation for solving the
nzi, j
NPL-PS problem is based on converting each pixel (i, j) in the interested
region into a quadrangular facet fi, j , the boundary of which is defined by with k ∈ {i, i + 1} and l ∈ { j, j + 1}.
The global blending step minimizes a functional to reduce the differfour vertices vi, j , vi+1, j , vi+1, j+1 and vi, j+1 . A vertex vi, j has its x- and
ence
between z( fi, j ) and p( fi, j ) on each facet fi, j , where z( fi, j ) is a coly-coordinates fixed and zi, j as an unknown variable to be determined – that
umn
vector
formed by the depths of fi, j ’s four vertices z( fi, j ) = {zi, j , zi+1, j ,
is (ox + iw, oy + jh, oz + zi, j ). Here (ox , oy , oz ) specifies the shifting between
z
,
z
}, and p( fi, j ) is its corresponding vector after applying the
i+1,
j+1
i,
j+1
the image coordinate system and the world coordinate system. The initial
values of zi, j s can be assigned as zi, j = 0 or be given randomly. The collec- local shaping step. The relationship between z( fi, j ) and p( fi, j ) is relaxed
by applying the mean-subtraction technique [2] as
tion of facets forms a mesh surface M with C0 -continuity.
Generally speaking, the strategy of local/global mesh deformation deΦ({zi, j }) = ∑ ∥Nz( fi, j ) − Np( fi, j )∥2 ,
(5)
couples the nonlinear optimization procedure into interlaced steps of local
fi, j
shaping and global blending. In each iteration, the local shaping step is
1
first performed to determine the position and orientation of each facet ac- where N = I4×4 − 4 14×4 with 1 being a matrix with all elements equal to 1.
cording to its target normal and its current shape. After that, the global It is found that Eq.(5) can be reformulated into a more compact form as
blending step is employ to glue all the facets back into a connected mesh
Φ({zi, j }) = ∥Ad − b∥2 ,
(6)
surface. Specifically, the local shaping is associated with two operations: 1)
determining the normal ni, j of fi, j and 2) rotating the facet to following the where A is a 4m × n matrix derived from Nz( fi, j ) and b is a vector with 4m
orientation of ni, j . The normal ni, j is determined at the center of fi, j , that components derived from Np( fi, j ) on a mesh surface M with m quadranis ci, j = 41 (vi, j + vi+1, j + vi+1, j+1 + vi, j+1 ). Thus, for the k-th image, an gular facets and n vertices.
equation can be obtained from the nonlinear lighting model at ci, j as
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